at Link in Sunnyvale. Simulation. That which is not real, is all part of the successful reality at Link. Link is involved in developing the next generation of real-time computer graphics for out-the-window scene simulation and radar display simulation utilized in training pilots and flight crews on a variety of missions in the nation's most sophisticated aircraft and spacecraft. These systems typically consist of 50-500 circuit boards and 5000 to 30,000 IC's. If you are interested in becoming involved in System Design or detail design and verification of these large-scale state-of-the-art systems, immediate opportunities are available for:

Programmers/Systems Analysts

Positions are available in the design and development of software systems for:

- real-time
- data base generation for interactive graphics
- diagnostics

A BS degree and at least three years' related experience in a scientific engineering environment required.

Systems Engineers

Positions are available for candidates who have a minimum of five years' experience in defining project requirements and coordinating the development of state-of-the-art complex radar and visual simulation systems. Projects include working with concepts in the areas of real-time and 3-dimensional shaded computer graphics. You will be responsible for defining input, output processes to the subsystem level, coordination of detailed systems design, and hardware/software integration and acceptance criteria for the total system.

Hardware Design Engineers

Positions available for engineers at a variety of levels with experience in TTL or ECL logic design who wish to use that experience to design digital interface boards, arithmetic processors, memory boards, timing generators, state machines, and control circuitry for use in radar landmass simulators and visual simulators. Opportunities exist for qualified individuals to become involved in subsystem and system design and integration efforts. A BSEE with a minimum of four years of experience required.

At Link, you will enjoy a good salary and a comprehensive benefits package, which includes variable work hours and more. Please send your resume, indicating position of interest to LINK, 1077 East Arques Avenue, Dept. CG-3/83, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/h/v.